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Kalman Filter: assumptions

• Two assumptions inherited from Bayes’ Filter
• Linear dynamics and observation models
• Initial belief is Gaussian
• Noise variables and initial state 

are jointly Gaussian and independent 
• Noise variables       are independent and identically distributed
• Noise variables       are independent and identically distributed     



Kalman Filter: 
why those assumptions?

• Two assumptions inherited from Bayes’ Filter
• Linear dynamics and observation models
• Initial belief is Gaussian
• Noise variables and initial state 

are jointly Gaussian and independent 
• Noise variables       are independent and identically distributed
• Noise variables       are independent and identically distributed     

Without linearity there is no closed-form 
solution for the posterior belief in the Bayes’ 
Filter. Recall that if X is Gaussian then 
Y=AX+b is also Gaussian. This is not true in 
general if Y=h(X). 

Also, we will see later that applying Bayes’ 
rule to a Gaussian prior and a Gaussian 
measurement likelihood results in a 
Gaussian posterior.



Kalman Filter: 
why those assumptions?

• Two assumptions inherited from Bayes’ Filter
• Linear dynamics and observation models
• Initial belief is Gaussian
• Noise variables and initial state 

are jointly Gaussian and independent 
• Noise variables       are independent and identically distributed
• Noise variables       are independent and identically distributed     

This results in the belief remaining Gaussian
after each propagation and update step. This 
means that we only have to worry about how the 
mean and the covariance of the belief evolve 
recursively with each prediction step and 
update step  à COOL! 



Kalman Filter: 
why so many assumptions?

• Two assumptions inherited from Bayes’ Filter
• Linear dynamics and observation models
• Initial belief is Gaussian
• Noise variables and initial state 

are jointly Gaussian and independent 
• Noise variables       are independent and identically distributed
• Noise variables       are independent and identically distributed     

This makes the recursive updates of the mean and 
covariance much simpler and allows for a PROOF OF 
OPTIMALITY.



Kalman 
Filter: 

an instance of 
Bayes’ Filter

Assumptions guarantee that if the prior belief before the prediction
step is Gaussian

then the prior belief after the prediction step will be Gaussian 

and the posterior belief (after the update step) will be Gaussian. 



Kalman 
Filter: 

an instance of 
Bayes’ Filter

So, under the Kalman Filter assumptions we get

Belief after prediction step (to simplify notation)

Notation: estimate at time t given history of observations and
controls up to time t-1 



Kalman 
Filter: 

an instance of 
Bayes’ Filter

So, under the Kalman Filter assumptions we get Two main questions:

1. How to get prediction mean and covariance 
from prior mean and covariance?  

2.   How to get posterior mean and covariance from
prediction mean and covariance?  

These questions were answered in the 1960s. The 
resulting algorithm was used in the Apollo missions to the 
moon, and in almost every system in which there is a noisy 
sensor involved à COOL!



Kalman Filter with 1D state
• Let’s start with the update step recursion. Here’s an example:

Suppose your measurement model is
with 

Suppose your first noisy measurement is

Suppose your belief after the prediction step is

Q: What is the mean and covariance of              ? 

Where I think I went... What is saw suggests...



Kalman Filter with 1D state:
the update step

From Bayes’ Filter we get                                                    
so for this example 



Kalman Filter with 1D state:
the update step

From Bayes’ Filter we get                                                  so 

Prediction residual/error between
actual observation and expected 
observation.

You expected the measured mean 
to be 0, according to your prediction
prior, but you actually observed 5.

The smaller this prediction error is the better 
your estimate will be, or the better it will agree  
with the measurements.



Kalman Filter with 1D state:
the update step & Kalman Gain

From Bayes’ Filter we get                                                  so 

Kalman Gain: specifies
how much effect will the 
measurement have in the 
posterior, compared to the 
prediction prior. Which one do you 
trust more, your prior 
or your measurement                   ?   



Kalman Filter with 1D state:
the update step

From Bayes’ Filter we get                                                  so 

The measurement is more confident
(lower variance) than the prior, so
the posterior mean is going to be 
closer to 5 than to 0. 



Kalman Filter with 1D state:
the update step

From Bayes’ Filter we get                                                  so 

No matter what happens, the variance of the 
posterior is going to be reduced. I.e. new 
measurement increases confidence no matter 
how noisy it is.  



Kalman Filter with 1D state:
the update step

From Bayes’ Filter we get                                                  so 

In fact you can write this as
so                   and
I.e. the posterior is more confident than both 
the prior and the measurement. 

Note we can write this as the 
weighted average of A and B



Kalman Filter with 1D state:
the update step

From Bayes’ Filter we get                                                  so 

In this example:



Kalman Filter with 1D state:
the update step

Another example:



Kalman Filter with 1D state:
the propagation/prediction step

Take home message: uncertainty increases after the prediction step,
because we are speculating about the future.



Kalman Filter with 1D state:
the update step

Take-home message: new observations, no matter how noisy, always reduce 
uncertainty in the posterior. The mean of the posterior, on the other hand,  
only changes when there is a nonzero prediction residual.  

Simple version: extra data is always useful, no matter how unreliable 
the source.



Recap: Bayesian Filter

■ Robot and environmental state estimation  is 
a fundamental problem (not just in robotics)!

■ Nearly all algorithms that exist for spatial 
reasoning make use of this approach

■ If you’re working in robotics, you’ll see it over and 
over!

■ "Filtering" is a name for combining data.
■ Efficient state estimators

■ Recursively compute the robot’s current state 
based on the previous state of the robot

■What is the robot’s state?



Recall: Derivation of the Bayesian Filter

Estimation of the robot’s state given the data:

The robot’s data, Z, is expanded into two types: 
observations (zi or oi)and actions (denoted ui or ai)

Invoking the Bayesian theorem



Derivation of the Bayesian Filter

Denominator is constant relative to xt

First-order Markov assumption shortens first term:

Expanding the last term (theorem of total probability):



Bayesian Filter : Requirements for 
Implementation
• Update equations 
• Motion model
• Sensor model

• Representation for the belief function
• Initial belief state



Representation of the Belief Function

• Parametric 
representations

Sample-based 
representations

e.g. Particle filters



Reminder Kalman Filter assumptions

• Two assumptions inherited from Bayes’ Filter
• Linear dynamics and observation models
• Initial belief is Gaussian
• Noise variables and initial state 

are jointly Gaussian and independent 
• Noise variables       are independent and identically distributed
• Noise variables       are independent and identically distributed     



Kalman Filter is a Parameterized 
Bayesian Filter

Kalman filters (KF) represent posterior belief by a 
parametric for: Gaussian (normal) distribution

A 1-d Gaussian 
distribution is given by:

An n-d Gaussian 
distribution is given by:



Kalman Filter : a Bayesian Filter
• Initial belief Bel(x0) is a Gaussian distribution

• What do we do for an unknown starting position?
• State at time t+1 is a linear function of state at time t:

• Observations are linear in the state:

• Error terms are zero-mean random variables which 
are normally distributed

• These assumptions guarantee that the posterior belief 
is Gaussian
• The Kalman Filter is an efficient algorithm to compute 

the posterior
• Normally, an update of this nature would require a 

matrix inversion (similar to a least squares estimator)
• The Kalman Filter avoids this computationally complex 

operation

H is the noiseless connection between 

the state vector and the measurement 

vector, and is assumed stationary over 

time.

F & B are noiseless connection between 

the past and future state, and are 

assumed stationary over time.



Linear system in state-space form:

x(t+1)= Fx + Bu

z = Hx

Know input vector “u” 
and output vector “z”, as 
well as the matrices F, B, 
and H perfectly.



Controllers can be designed with full state knowledge:

xt+1 = Fx + Bu

z = Hx

u = r - Kx

Observers can be designed to estimate the full state from the output:

xt+1 = Fx + Bu + K(z – Hxt+1)

The controller and observer can be designed independently!

Innovation term.
Why not just use  H-1z to get 
an estimate of x? 

Because it might not be invertible.



The Kalman Filter

• Motion model is Gaussian… 
• Sensor model is Gaussian…
• Each belief function is uniquely characterized by its mean µ and 

covariance matrix S
• Computing the posterior means computing a new mean µ and 

covariance S from old data using actions and sensor readings
• What are the key limitations?

1) Unimodal distribution
2) Linear assumptions



What we know…
What we don’t know…
• We know what the control inputs of our process are

• We know what we’ve told the system to do and have a model for what the expected output 
should be if everything works right

• We don’t know what the noise in the system truly is
• We can only estimate what the noise might be and try to put some sort of upper bound on it

• When estimating the state of a system, we try to find a set of values that 
comes as close to the truth as possible
• There will always be some mismatch between our estimate of the system and the true state of 

the system itself.  We just try to figure out how much mismatch there is and try to get the best 
estimate possible



Minimum Mean Square Error

Reminder: the expected value, or mean value, of a
Continuous random variable x is defined as:

Minimum Mean Square Error
What is the mean of this distribution?

This is difficult to obtain exactly.  With our approximations,
we can get the estimate

…such that is minimized.
According to the Fundamental Theorem of Estimation Theory
this estimate is:



Fundamental Theorem of Estimation 
Theory -> Kalman filter optimality
• The minimum mean square error estimator equals the expected (mean) value of x conditioned on 

the observations Z
• The minimum mean square error term is quadratic:  

• Its minimum can be found by taking the derivative of the function w.r.t x and setting that value to 0.

• When they use the Gaussian assumption, Maximum A Posteriori estimators and MMSE estimators 
find the same value for the parameters. 

• This I can be explained (outside the scope of the course) because mean and the mode of a Gaussian 
distribution are the same.



Kalman Filter Components
(also known as: Way Too Many Variables…. And the letters just changed too!!)

Linear discrete time dynamic system (motion model)

Measurement equation (sensor model)

State transition
function

Control input
function

Noise input
function with covariance Q

State Control input Process noise

StateSensor reading Sensor noise with covariance R

Sensor function Note:Write these down & remember them!!!



Computing the MMSE Estimate of the 
State and Covariance

Given a set of measurements:

According to the Fundamental Theorem of Estimation, the state
and covariance will be:

We will now use the following notation:



Computing the MMSE Estimate of the 
State and Covariance

What is the minimum mean square error estimate
of the system state and covariance?

Estimate of the state variables

Estimate of the sensor reading

Covariance matrix for the state

Covariance matrix for the sensors



At last!  The Kalman Filter…

Propagation (motion model):

Update (sensor model):



…but what does that mean in English?!?

Propagation (motion model):

Update (sensor model):

- State estimate is updated from system dynamics

- Uncertainty estimate GROWS

- Compute expected value of sensor reading

- Compute the difference between expected and “true”

- Compute covariance of sensor reading

- Compute the Kalman Gain (how much to correct est.)

- Multiply residual times gain to correct state estimate

- Uncertainty estimate SHRINKS



Kalman Filter Block Diagram



Example 1: Simple 1D Linear System

Given: F=G=H=1, u=0
Initial state estimate = 0
Linear system:

Propagation: Update:

Unknown noise
parameters



State Estimate



State Estimation Error vs 3s Region of Confidence



Sensor Residual vs 3s Region of Confidence



Kalman Gain and State Covariance



Example 2:  Simple 1D Linear System 
with Erroneous Start

Given: F=G=H=1, u=cos(t/5)
Initial state estimate = 20

Linear system:

Propagation: Update: (no change)

Unknown noise
parameters



State Estimate



State Estimation Error vs 3s Region of Confidence



Sensor Residual vs 3s Region of Confidence



Kalman Gain and State Covariance



Some observations
• The larger the error, the smaller the effect on the final state estimate

• If process uncertainty is larger, sensor updates will dominate state estimate
• If sensor uncertainty is larger, process propagation will dominate state estimate

• Improper estimates of the state and/or sensor covariance may result in a 
rapidly diverging estimator
• As a rule of thumb, the residuals must always be bounded within a ±3s region of 

uncertainty
• This measures the “health” of the filter

• Many propagation cycles can happen between updates



Using the Kalman Filter for Mobile 
Robots
• Sensor modeling

• The odometry estimate is not a reflection of the robot’s control system is rather 
treated as a sensor

• Instead of directly measuring the error in the state vector (such as when doing 
tracking), the error in the state must be estimated

• This is referred to as the Indirect Kalman Filter
• State vector for robot moving in 2D

• The state vector is 3x1: [x,y,q]
• The covariance matrix is 3x3

• Problem: Mobile robot dynamics are NOT linear



Problems with the 
Linear Model Assumption
• Many systems of interest are highly non-linear, such as mobile 

robots
• In order to model such systems, a linear process model must be 

generated out of the non-linear system dynamics
• The Extended Kalman filter is a method by which the state 

propagation equations and the sensor models can be linearized 
about the current state estimate

• Linearization will increase the state error residual because it is 
not the best estimate



Kalman Filter in N dimensions

Prediction Step

Update Step 

Received measurement            but expected to receive

Prediction residual is a Gaussian random variable                                                        
where the covariance of the residual is   

Kalman Gain (optimal correction factor):

Dynamics Measurements

Init



Kalman Filter in N dimensions

Prediction Step

Update Step 

Received measurement            but expected to receive

Prediction residual is a Gaussian random variable                                                        
where the covariance of the residual is   

Kalman Gain (optimal correction factor):

Dynamics Measurements

Init

Potentially 
expensive and
error-prone  
operation: matrix 
inversion 
O(|z|^2.4)



Kalman Filter in N dimensions

Prediction Step

Update Step 

Received measurement            but expected to receive

Prediction residual is a Gaussian random variable                                                        
where the covariance of the residual is   

Kalman Gain (optimal correction factor):

Dynamics Measurements

Init

Numerical errors may make the covariance non-
symmetric at some point. In practice, we either 
force symmetry, or we decompose the covariance 
during the update. 

See “Factorization methods for discrete 
sequential estimation” by Gerald Bierman
for more info.



Appendix 1
Claim:                                                                           where

Proof: 

Define

where


